Abstract-Image segmentation decomposes a given image into segments, i.e. regions containing "similar" pixels, that aids computer vision applications such as face, medical, and fingerprint recognition as well as scene characterization. Effective segmentation requires domain knowledge or strategies for object designation as no universal segmentation algorithm exists. In this paper, we propose a holistic framework to perform image segmentation in color space. Our approach unifies the linear smoothing filter, a similarity calculation in selected color space, and a clustering game model with various evolution dynamics. In our framework, the problem of image segmentation can be considered as a "clustering game". Within this context, the notion of a cluster turns out to be equivalent to a classical equilibrium concept from game theory, as the game equilibrium reflects both the internal and external cluster conditions. Experiments on image segmentation problems show the superiority of the proposed clustering game based image segmentation framework (CGBISF) using both the Berkeley segmentation dataset and infrared images (for which, we need to perform color fusion first) in autonomy, speed, and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is usually the first step in many applications of computer vision. It partitions a digital image into multiple regions or sets of pixels with similar characteristics. The goal of image segmentation is to simplify the image and represent the image in a more meaningful way for subsequent image processes. In the literature, several algorithms and techniques have been developed for image segmentation (see surveys [1] , [2] , [3] ). The first category is region-based segmentation. Region growing starts from some pixels or seeds representing distinct image regions and the grows regions until the entire image is covered. For region growing, we need a rule to describe a growth mechanism and a rule to check the homogeneity of the region after each growth step [4] , [5] , [6] . The opposite approach to region growing is region shrinking (or splitting). Region shrinking is a top-down approach and it starts with the assumption that the entire image is homogeneous. If an image is not homogeneous, the image is split into four sub images where the splitting procedure is repeated recursively until the image is split into homogeneous regions. Next, in the second step, all adjacent regions with similar attributes may be merged following other (or the same) criteria. Typical split and merge techniques are covered in [7] , [8] , [9] . The second category is edge-based segmentation. Edgebased segmentation technology performs image segmentation through region boundary detection, which can be conducted locally or globally. The local technique determines an edge point and only needs information in the neighborhood of that point. The global technique [10] , [11] , [12] makes a sort of global optimization, and therefore the given edge point could be identified after many optimization steps involving changes over a large area. Pixel-based segmentation is another category. Histogram-based methods [13] , [14] are very efficient when compared to other image segmentation methods because they typically require only one pass through the pixels. In this technique, a histogram is computed from all of the pixels in the image, and the peaks and valleys in the histogram are used to locate the clusters in the image. For example, color or intensity can be used as the measure. Segmentation using clustering [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] involves the search for image pixels that are similar enough to be grouped together. In this way, a cluster corresponds to a segment of an image.
In this paper, we apply evolutionary cluster games [20] to image segmentation which we develop a clustering game based color image segmentation framework (CGBCISF) approach. Unlike the game approach [21] for edge date, in our game engine, pixel clusters are derived as a result of the competition of individuals playing the so-called "clustering game", which is a symmetric evolutionary game [22] , [23] involving two players. Each player simultaneously selects pixels that should be clustered and, after having revealed his choice, he receives a payoff according to the similarity that the selected pixels have with respect to the opponents' ones. The evolutionary stable equilibrium (ESS) can determine a cluster of pixels for image segmentation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, the evolutionary game theory is reviewed as preliminaries. Section III describes the proposed framework for color image segmentation. Segmentation experiments on both the Berkeley dataset and noisy IR images are demonstrated in Section IV. Finally we draw conclusions in Section V.
II. EVOLUTIONARY GAME THEORY Evolutionary game theory [22] , [23] originated as an application of the mathematical theory of games to biological contexts where a realization of a frequency dependent fitness function introduces a strategic aspect to evolution. Unlike classical game theory, which deals with individual players who have to decide between different strategies to maximize its own payoff or reward functions, evolution game theory focuses on the dynamics of change strategies for the entire population of players. Strong or fit options with high payoff will spread within the population via an inheriting process.
For a two-player symmetric evolutionary game, each player has the same payoff function. Let S = {1, 2, · · · , n} be the set of pure strategies available to the players and A = (a i j ) is a n × n payoff or utility matrix, where a i j is the payoff that a player gains when playing the strategy i against an opponent playing strategy j. A mixed strategy is an assignment of a probability distribution x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) over the set of pure strategy S. Clearly, the mixed strategies lie in the standard simplex ∆ of the n-dimensional Euclidean space, ∆ = {x ∈ R n |e ⊤ x = 1, x ≥ 0} , where e is an appropriately sized vector consisting of 1s and ⊤ is the transpose operator. For the image segmentation problem, n is the number of the sampled pixels in a picture. For example, the n value for a 300 × 200 image (with a sample rate 0.005) is 300, and a possible x = 1/300 · ones(300, 1).
The expected payoff or reward, π, that a player obtains by playing the strategy y ∈ ∆ against an opponent's x ∈ ∆ strategy is (note that two player share a same simplex because of the symmetric game setup),
From (1), we have
The support of a mixed strategy x, denoted by σ (x), defines the set of pure strategies with non-zero probability,
For a mixed strategy x, we define deteriorating pure strategies set, improving pure strategies set, and balancing pure strategies set by
respectively, where e i is the i th column of the identity matrix with proper size.
The best replies, β (x), is the set of mixed strategies that maximize the expected payoff when played against x,
A strategy pair (x, y) ∈ ∆ 2 is a Nash equilibrium (NE) if no player has anything to gain by changing only his own strategy unilaterally, x ∈ β (y) and y ∈ β (x). For a symmetric game, only symmetric pairs (x, x) are of interest. Therefore, we call a mixed strategy a Nash equilibrium if it is the best reply to itself.
A mixed strategy x is said to be evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) if and only if x is a NE and for any best reply y to x different from x, we have π(x − y|y) > 0.
x is a NE AND stability condition:
III. A HOLISTIC FRAMEWORK FOR IMAGE SEGMENTATION
In this section, we designed a framework with the flowchart shown in Fig. 1 . For non-color images (for example IR images), we first convert it to a virtual color images by the channel based color fusion algorithms [25] . Then we apply the linear smooth filters to reduce the image noise. Since the similarity matrix deriving from whole image may be dramatically large, we apply a random sample mechanism of complexity reduction to speed up the segmentation. For the unlabeled sampled pixel set, we calculate the similarity matrix and call a clustering game engine to extract and label one segment. After that, we need to recalculate the similarity matrix for the updated unlabeled sampled pixel set and call the clustering game again until all sampled pixels are labeled. Once the set of clusters has been extracted from the sampled pixel set, the remaining un-sampled pixels are assigned to the most similar cluster. 
A. Clustering Game Model
The clustering game is an evolutionary game for the clustering, which can be considered as an important unsupervised learning activity aimed at finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data. A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are "similar" between them and are "dissimilar" to the objects belonging to other clusters.
The clustering game model is represented by a 7-tuple
• S denotes the set of objects or data to be clustered, S = 1, 2, ..., n.
• A is a payoff matrix or similarity matrix. For binary clustering [24] , a similarity matrix, which represents the similarities between objects to cluster, will be used as a payoff matrix in the clustering game model. In the image segmentation, an element (A i j ) is the distance in a color space between pixel i and pixel j.
• X is the population state space. X = {x ∈ ∆}.
• P 1 and P 2 are the choices (current and past) of the player 1 and player 2.
• D 1 and D 2 are the decisions of player 1 and player 2.
Given a set of objects S, whose pair-wise similarities are stated by the n × n matrix A, we can design a clustering game between two players with complete knowledge of the game setup. The players simultaneously select an element from S. After both have shown their choice, each player receives a payoff, monetary or otherwise, proportional to the similarity that the chosen element has with respect to the element chosen by the opponent.
Remark: Note that, since every object is by definition strongly similar to itself, setting the diagonal of the payoff matrix to zero, or in general to a sufficiently low value, is of fundamental importance. Otherwise, the best strategy for each player would be to coordinate the selection towards exactly the same object.
B. Evolutionary dynamics
For evolutionary games, the population state dynamics determine the game solution. In this section, we present three evolutionary dynamics.
1) Best response dynamics and fictitious play:
The method of fictitious play (FP) [26] was the first dynamics studied in game theory. In the framework of FP, each player presumes that its opponents are playing stable (possibly mixed) strategies. Each player starts with some initial beliefs and chooses a best response to those beliefs as a strategy in the first round. Then, after observing their opponents' actions, the players update their beliefs according to some learning rule (e.g. reinforcement learning or Bayes' rule). The process is then repeated.
Given the population state (at time t), x(t) ∈ ∆, the player chooses the best response r(t + 1) ∈ ∆(x(t)) at time t + 1.
Then the new population state is determined by
where, r(t + 1) ∈ β (x(t)). The FP evolutionary dynamics are greedy but myopic strategies. It is proved in [27] that i) in fictitious play, Nash equilibria are absorbing states. That is, if at any time period all the players play a Nash equilibrium, then they will do so for all subsequent rounds, and ii) if fictitious play converges to any distribution (or mixed strategy), those probabilities correspond to a Nash equilibrium of the underlying game.
2) Replicator dynamics:
The Replicator Dynamics (RD), which was introduced in [28] describes a selection process, inspired by Darwinian processes. Consider a population in which individuals, called replicators, exist in several different types. Each type of individual uses a pre-programmed strategy (replicator equation) and passes this behavior to its descendants without modification. The replicator equation differs from other equations used to model replication, such as the quasi-species equation, in that it allows the fitness landscape to incorporate the distribution of the population types rather than setting the fitness of a particular type constant. The population distribution property allows the replicator equation to capture the essence of selection.
For our clustering game model, the evolutionary dynamics is given by
where x i (t) is the i th element of x(t), e i is the i th column of the identity matrix, and κ > 0 is a constant. The replicator equation satisfies the Folk theorem of evolutionary game theory, (i.e. any outcome of a repeated game can be sustained as an equilibrium if the minimax condition for both players is satisfied) which characterizes the stability of equilibria of the replicator equation.
3) Infection and immunization dynamics:
In order to overcome some computational problems afflicting standard evolutionary dynamics (such as FP and RD), Bulò and Bomze [20] introduced a new class of evolutionary dynamics, inspired by infection and immunization processes. For the situation that a share ε of mutant population y invading the incumbent population x, we define the score function of y versus x as
and define δ as an invasion barrier:
In the clustering game with two players, the invasion barrier can be simplified as
The set of infective strategies for x is defined as follows
Then the general infection and immunization dynamics (InImDyn) is
where Ξ : ∆ → ∆ is a strategy selection function, which returns an infective strategy for x if it exists, or x otherwise:
Depending on how we choose the function Ξ(x), we may obtain different InImDyn. One in particular, which is simple and leads to nice properties, consists of allowing only infective pure strategies or their respective co-strategies, which is defined as follows.
The co-strategy of y with respect to x is given byȳ x ,
Specially, if y = e i (pure strategy), thenρ = x i /(1 − x i ). In this case, InImDyn becomes PureInImDyn.
C. Similarity Model in Color Space
A number of color spaces have been used in the segmentation of color image, such as RGB, CIE XYZ, CIE, HSL, YUV and YIQ etc. A color space is uniform, if the equal distance in the color space corresponds to equal perceived color differences. Many color spaces are non-uniform. For example, Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space is far from exhibiting the perceptual uniformity as it does not model the way that a human perceives colors. From the original Commission on Illumination (CIE), new research [29] concluded that modified CIE L*u*v* (mLuv) performs better than other color spaces. In this paper, similarity matrix is calculated in the mLuv space.
Given each pixel i is represented by a 3-dimensional vector C(i) in the color space, the similarity a i j between pixels i and j is calculated using the standard Gaussian kernel:
where λ > 0 is a user-defined constant.
IV. IMAGE SEGMENTATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Color Images
We have tested our clustering game image segmentation (CGIS) approach on the Berkeley segmentation dataset [30] . For the input image (Fig. 3a) , we first convert it to mLuv color space (Fig. 3b) . Then we obtain the partition images (Fig. 3d, Fig. 3f, Fig. h ) and average color images (Fig. 3c,  Fig. 3e, Fig. g ) of clustering games with PureInImDyn, RD, and FP, respectively. The sample rate is 0.005. In an average color image, the RGB value of a pixel equals to the average RGB of all pixels in the same segmentation. So the total number of colors is same as the segment number. The population state vectors of the clustering game with three different evolutionary dynamics are shown in Fig. 4 , with each line representing a pixel. The initial values of all pixels are set to 1/(No. pixels). After the convergence, we obtain the cluster from its support σ (x).
We also compared our clustering game approach (with pure InImDyn) against the Nyström method [31] on the Berkeley dataset, summarized in Fig. 5 and Table 1 .
B. IR Images
For an IR image (Fig. 6a) , we apply the channel based color fusion [25] with a similar RGB picture and obtained the virtual color image (Fig. 6b) . The segmentation results of PureInImDyn clustering game method without linear smoothing filters are shown in Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d .
We can see a lot of noisy segments. After applying the linear smoother filters, we obtain the partition results in Two methods obtain similar results except that the order of segments are different. During the simulation, we found that the Nyström method has memory problems for sample rate greater than 0.002. In addition, the clustering game approach is more computational efficient than the Nyström method. For example, it takes 14.454268 seconds for game approach to finish the segmentation of the "sunflower" image while 36.530463 seconds for the Nyström method for the same image.
C. Summaries
Basically, the performance of the clustering game approach is better than the available Nyström method's in three aspects. First, clustering game approach is unsupervised clustering and does not need the desired number of segments in advance. The optimal segment number will be determined within the algorithm and is based on the sampled pixel number (n). Second, cluster game is fast and computing resource efficient. To run Nyström to partition bigger images, we have to set a low sample rate otherwise it will run of memory in Matlab. Finally, in some cases (see the last two images in Fig. 5 ), the Nyström method will phase out the color information in average color images due to the wrong partitions. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper , we presented a holistic framework, CGBISF, for clustering based image segmentation. The framework integrated color fusion for IR images, linear smoothing filters, and clustering game engine, for which we implemented three main evolutionary dynamics methods (fictitious play, replicator dynamics, and PureInImDyn). We tested our approach on the Berkeley color images database as well as fused IR virtual color images. We compared the performance with the Nyström method and the results we obtained showed the superiority of the clustering game based approach in autonomy, speed, and efficiency. Future work would include integrating gradient information to judge the edge boundaries (like non-linear diffusion), trying different color spaces, like Luminance-Alpha-Beta, merging the clustered segments together using region growing and/or morphological processing, assessing the proposed method over different image qualities, using the the method for object identification addressing other metrics such as the Borsotti criteria and Levine-Nazif measure [32] , and development of a multimodal method for image fusion [33] . Using the CGBISF, we will also study the effects of image segmentation on image fusion performance assessment [34] .
